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Article Summaries
Volume IV, Issue III

Experience Design: What Is It and
How Can It Benefit You?
Melissa Brown
Today, shopping is less about the product, and more about
the experience. When a company’s service manages to
connect emotionally with the customers or pleasantly
surprise them, they are more likely to have a positive view
of the company. Then, they are likely to purchase again
and refer friends. The process of intentionally creating
these pleasant moments with a company or product is
known as experience design. Read this article to learn
more about experience design and how you can apply it
at your company. (See page 8)

Anchoring the Onboarding Process
Rebecca Trippe
Too often, the onboarding experience for new hires
is controlled by the amount of paperwork they need
to complete, rather than getting to know them. With
all onboarding processes, the main focus should be on
forming a relationship with the new hire. Don’t speed
through it in hopes that the employee will be more
productive sooner, but rather take the time to provide the
needed support and to create a lasting relationship. Just
as a boat can be pulled back into the ocean without a
proper anchor, a new hire without any real relationships
can begin drifting away, looking for other opportunities.
(See page 14)
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Millennial Money
Quinn Larson

We all need money. Whether it’s filling up the car,
paying for a wedding expense, or taking a vacation to
the Bahamas, money is how we get there. At its core,
money represents time spent. Without an investment of
time or effort, it becomes difficult to acquire wealth. As
Generations X and Y, we have had the least amount of
time in the workforce compared to previous generations.
But with that has come a great opportunity to build
wealth. If our generation can learn financial discipline
and use available tools, we can build a booming economy,
find personal financial peace, and attain a bright financial
future. (See page 18)

With Concert Halls Empty, How
Will Arts Nonprofits Pay the Bills?:
Fundraising in the COVID-19 Era
David Kime
While the COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant
damage to the American economy as a whole, the
nonprofit arts sector has suffered particularly stunning
losses. With cancelled programming, uncertain future
plans, and fewer willing donors, nonprofit leaders must
shift financial strategies, or their organizations will not
survive the pandemic. This paper examines conclusions
from the body of nonprofit research to provide simple,
practical fundraising solutions for struggling arts
nonprofits. Building an effective fundraising strategy
during troubled times will provide a lasting foundation
for financial and artistic success. (See page 24)
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol4/iss3/1
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Article Summaries Continued
Volume IV, Issue III
Spanish Article:
Expandir tus horizontes:
Comercialización en un mercado
mundial e intercultural
Dillon Jones
Hay muchas empresas (como Volkswagen, Nestlé, y
Sony) que han encontrado éxito en el mercados global. Si
queremos tener el mismo éxito en nuestros empresas, hay
varias cosas que tenemos que hacer para seguir su ejemplo.
Este artículo habla de tres consideraciones: 1) Entender
la audiencia; Volkswagen ha ganado mucho dinero por
causa de sus anuncios que adaptan específicamente para
cada país en que venden. 2) Descentralizar las decisiones
comerciales; Nestlé ha podido trabajar con muchas marcas
en países ajenas porque ha incorporado el liderazgo local
en sus decisiones. 3) Confiar en el producto; Sony vende
mucho en todo el mundo porque enfoca en las fuerzas
de sus productos de PlayStation. Lee más para aprender
más específicamente cómo logran tanto éxito las empresas
globales. (See page 30)

The Experience Economy
Katherine D. Vassar
Does your business deliver what consumers really want? This
article will examine the science behind positive psychology,
display the consumer demand shift from products to
experiences, analyze the unique aspects of an experiential
economy, and present different ways for businesses to adapt
to the changes in consumer demands. (See page 36)
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The Future of AI in Advertising
Bryan Samuelsen
The concept of artificial intelligence (AI) often evokes a
sense of uncertainty and fear of the future. How smart
and powerful will AI become? In the past few years, some
companies have piloted using AI to create advertisements.
That raises the question in adverting of whether AI will
eventually create ads without help from humans. While the
future remains unknown, recent studies and expert opinions
support the unlikelihood of that happening. Despite the
common image of AI as the self-aware robots in science fiction
movies, most AI can only perform simple and specific tasks,
and we are a long way from anything more. But, we can still
prepare for what the future might hold by staying informed
and being ready for gradual disruptions in advertising.
(See page 40)

Domestic Outsourcing: Bridging
the Gap Between Urban and Rural
America
Colby Nelson
With rural communities struggling to keep up with urban
powerhouses of economic activity, domestic outsourcing
of business services represents one possible solution. As
high-skill job opportunities are distributed beyond the
suburbs of technology hubs, rural communities will gain
much-needed economic hope and reduce the consequences
of brain drain. At the same time, urban centers will find
relief from the symptoms of growing population pressures
like the California housing crisis and the skills gap in local
talent pools. Based on research on startup support policies
in Southeast Europe, businesses and governments should
focus on enabling, educating, and empowering rural
business leaders to encourage more domestic outsourcing
in the future. (See page 44)
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Editor’s Letter

Experience
This last year has been full of new experiences, such as

As you analyze the unique aspects of an experiential economy,

learning how to use Zoom, Webex, and Teams for meetings;

this article will present different ways for your business to

learning how to communicate with business associates online;

adapt to the changes in consumer demands.

and learning how much we love (or don’t love) our homes.
C. S. Lewis reminds us that “experience is the most brutal of
teachers, but you learn, [boy], do you learn.”1 In this Marriott
Student Review (MSR) issue, you will be learning about new
experiences in marketing, in jobs, and in saving nonprofits,
especially in the context of our post-COVID business world.
The newest Marriott Student Review experience is your
opportunity to read the first MSR Spanish article, “Expandir
tus horizontes: Comercialización en un mercado mundial e
intercultural,” which is about expanding your business horizon
by exploring intercultural experiences.

Experience New Marketing
Strategies

The concept of artificial intelligence (AI) often evokes a sense
of uncertainty and fear of the future. How smart and powerful
will AI become? In the past few years, some companies have
piloted using AI to create advertisements. In advertising that
raises the question of whether AI will eventually create ads
without help from humans. While the future remains unknown,
recent studies and expert opinions support the unlikelihood
of that happening. Despite the common image of AI as the
self-aware robots in science fiction movies, most AI can only
perform simple and specific tasks. But you can still prepare for
what the future might hold by reading the article “The Future
of AI in Advertising.”

Experience a New Job

Today, shopping is less about the product and more about the

Too often, the onboarding experience for new hires is controlled

experience. When a company’s service manages to connect

by the amount of paperwork they need to complete, rather

emotionally with the customers or pleasantly surprise them,

than getting to know them. With all onboarding processes, the

they are more likely to have a positive view of the company.

main focus should be on forming a relationship with the new

Then, they are likely to purchase your product again and

hire. Don’t speed through it in hopes that your employee will

refer their friends. The process of intentionally creating these

be more productive sooner, but rather take the time to provide

pleasant moments with a company or product is known as

the needed support and to create a lasting relationship. The

experience design. In the article “Experience Design: What is

article “Anchoring the Onboarding Process” uses this analogy;

it and How Can It Benefit You?,” you will learn more about

Just as a boat docked at the harbor can be pulled back into

experience design and how you can apply it at your company.

the ocean without a proper anchor, a new hire without any

Does your business deliver what consumers really want? The
article “The Experience Economy” examines the science

real relationships in your company may drift away, looking for
other opportunities.

behind positive psychology and how it will help your product
sell. There is a consumer demand shift from products to
experiences which may mean a shift in your business model.
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With rural communities struggling to keep up with urban

article “With Concert Halls Closed, How Will Arts Nonprofits

powerhouses of economic activity, domestic outsourcing of

Pay the Bills? Fundraising in the COVID-19 Era” examines

business services represents one possible solution. As high-

conclusions from the body of nonprofit research to provide

skill job opportunities are distributed beyond the suburbs of

simple, practical fundraising solutions for struggling arts

technology hubs, rural communities will gain much-needed

nonprofits. Building an effective fundraising strategy during

economic hope and reduce the consequences of brain

troubled times will provide a lasting foundation for financial

drain. At the same time, urban centers will find relief from

and artistic success.

growing population pressures and their symptoms, such as
the California housing crisis and the skills gap in local talent
pools. The article “Domestic Outsourcing: Bridging the Gap
Between Urban and Rural American” reviews the research
on startup support policies in Southeast Europe, and argues
that businesses and governments should focus on enabling,
educating, and empowering rural business leaders to encourage
more domestic outsourcing in the future.
I need money. You need money. We all need money. Whether
it is filling up the car, paying for a wedding expense, or taking
a vacation to the Bahamas, money is how we get there. At
its core, money represents time spent. Without an investment
of time or effort, it becomes difficult to acquire wealth.
Generations X and Y have had the least amount of time in
the workforce compared to previous generations. But with that
has come a great opportunity to build wealth. In “Millennial

Hopefully the experiences in this issue will inspire you. Please
share your thoughts about the articles by commenting on them
on our Facebook or LinkedIn pages. You can also find us on
Instagram and Pinterest. Read other great business articles
on our business blog, Marriott Saturday Reads. Also, listen to
the MSR podcast, Measuring Success Right, and our latest
Spanish MSR podcast, Las Caras Del Exito; both of them can
be found on Apple Podcasts or Spotify.
Enjoy,

Marianna Richardson
Marianna Richardson
Editor-in-Chief

Money,” the spotlight is on how these generations can learn

Marriott Student Review

financial discipline and use available tools in order to build a

Marriott Saturday Reads

booming economy, find personal financial peace, and attain a

Measuring Success Right

bright financial future.

Las Caras del Éxito

Experience Saving Non-Profit
Organizations
While the COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant
damage to the American economy as a whole, the nonprofit
arts sector has suffered particularly stunning losses. With
cancelled programming, uncertain future plans, and fewer
willing donors, nonprofit leaders must shift financial strategies,
or their organizations will not survive the pandemic. The

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol4/iss3/1
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Experience
Design:
What is
it and
how can
it benefit
you?
By: Melissa Brown
Have you ever left a store or event amazed by the

Here we will discuss what experience design is and

atmosphere? Have you ever stopped shopping at a store

how it works, how your small business can implement

not because of a poor product but because the service

touchpoints that make experiences more positive, and

you were given left a bad impression?

why you should create experience-based shopping

Experiences matter to people. Customers across the

opportunities and events.

country and around the world are beginning to expect
better experiences from the companies they are buying
from. Thus, if you are a business owner, creating
experiences for your customers should be a top priority.
This priority is known as experience design.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol4/iss3/1
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all the ingredients needed and make a cake from
scratch. Another option is to buy a cake mix
and mix in just a few more ingredients herself
before putting it all in the oven. A third option
is to go to the store and purchase a premade
cake to have at the birthday party. Lastly, there’s
another option that is becoming increasingly
popular: to go to a location such as Chuck E.
Cheese, which can provide not only a cake but
also a fully planned and themed party.
Each of these options is a step in what is called
the Progression of Economic Value2 (see Figure
1 3), a trend which moves from commodities (the
ingredients you put together yourself) to goods

What is Experience Design?

(a mostly prepared cake), to services (a premade

Experience design is defined by professors J. Rossman

cake), and, finally, to experiences (a birthday

and Mathew Duerden as “the process of intentionally

party with all of the elements included). This

orchestrating experience elements to provide opportunities

concept, according to The Experience Economy,

for participants to co-create and sustain interactions that

explains that “commodities are fungible, goods

lead to results desired by the participant and the designer.”

1

tangible, services intangible, and experiences

Anyone can have a store. But it takes effort to be intentional

memorable.” 4 As a commodity moves through

about every aspect of the shopping experience you offer and

each of these stages, both its serviceable value

how people feel during it.

and its price increase. In the cake example,

The way customers shop today is shifting. They are looking
for more involvement with companies, and they want a
story about the product and company they are choosing.
Consumers are also looking for ways to make their lives
easier. For example, think about a mother who wants to bake
a birthday cake for her child. One option she has is to buy

10 | MSR
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the all-inclusive party would be part of the
experience stage not just because it is the most
expensive option but also because the party
has been previously designed by the company
to create lasting memories and a positive
experience for the child. This pre-created
experience is what the mother is paying for.
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Experiences

Differentiated

Relevant to

Services
Needs of
Customers

competitive
Position

Goods

Commodities
Undifferentiated

Irrelevant to
Market

Pricing

Premium
Figure 1: The progression of economic value

Experience design is all about incorporating

to elicit specific emotions and reactions. An

elements that allow customers to engage

experience designer must give attention to the

more fully with your company and including

details of these touchpoints in the same way

little details that aim to simply surprise or

pointillist artists give specific care to each of

delight typical consumers. This practice leaves

their painted points. 5

customers with positive memories of their
experience with your company, a desire to go
back again, and motivation to tell their friends
about the experience.

How Can I Implement
Positive Touchpoints?
Each interaction your customers have with
your company is called a touchpoint. Here
are some things to consider: What appearance
does your store or website have when they
first visit? Are there employees who are ready
and available to answer customers’ questions?
Is your website easy to navigate? Do you
have the products customers are looking for?
These examples all involve interactions—or
touchpoints—that you can influence.

One critical key to touchpoints is the use of
emotions. As stated in the International Journal of
Contemporary Hospitality Management, “emotions
are a core component of experiences, and
emotions make an experience memorable.” 6
How can you add emotions to interactions?
The best way to do this is to surprise people.
Find ways you can meet your customers’ needs
in a way they might not expect. For example,
if you have an online store with customers
ordering from nearby areas, find a way to
deliver their goods on the same afternoon
in which they place their order. This type of
added benefit would definitely be unexpected
but greatly appreciated, and the customer
would be surprised and very happy with the
purchase. For a brick-and-mortar store, when

In their book Designing Experiences, authors

your customers are considering purchasing a

J. Robert Rossman and Mathew Duerden

new product, have a simple system in place that

compare the creation of touchpoints to the

allows them to try out the product beforehand

composition of a pointillist painting. Up close,

and seek answers to all of their questions

each dot seems random and mismatched, but

before making the purchase. This is a simple

by taking a few steps back one can see the
larger masterpiece those points create. The
same principle applies to creating a great
experience. The experience is a collection
of touchpoints, each deliberately designed

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol4/iss3/1
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form of customer service, but it will greatly improve the
happiness and satisfaction of the customer.
Emotions and touchpoints can be created and designed
before your customer even steps foot in your store. One
way to do this is to inform customers beforehand about
what their experience will be like, which can help create
anticipation for your business. On the other hand, surprising
your customers with a good experience when they arrive
is another common strategy that elicits positive emotions.
Whichever strategy you choose, the emotions you instill will
continue to influence the customers’ perception of their
overall experience.7

Why Should Businesses Create These
Experiences?
It is not enough to appeal to one set of customers once; you
must also keep up with the demands of your general target
group. If you just stick to one strategy, there may come a
time when your customers no longer relate to your message,
and you will begin to lose business. By understanding and
implementing experience design, you can stay connected
with your target customers and bring new insights and
positive changes to what you have already created.
Keeping up with trends to create more positive and involved
experiences for customers can drive business success
in ways that were not possible just a decade or two ago.
Traditional advertising is not as beneficial as it used to be,
and a lot of business is now driven by social media and data
tracking. On social media, customers can publicly share
which companies they are impressed with and which ones
they will never go back to. By taking the time to design
great experiences, you can be confident that people will be
portraying your business in a positive light online.
Companies throughout the world are beginning to make
experience design a part of their daily decisions. The Wall
Street Journal explained that by hiring chief experience
officers (CXOs), large companies are “viewing experience
as an increasingly powerful driver of business success” (see
Figure 2).8

The Wall Street Journal also explained that you

should focus on experience design “to determine what kinds
of promotions to offer and why, while avoiding annoying
people with poorly timed or unappealing offers, [and] to
spot bad customer experiences like a sluggish website before
they become too widespread—or big on Twitter.” 9
As a business owner, you have access to so many ways to
design experiences for your customers. If you take the time
to think about what the members of your target group need

12 | MSR
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Companies with a CXO in 2019
and how you want them to feel about and react to your company, you
can then design each element of your company to fit that desired
outcome. This will result in your business connecting better with your
customers, and they will feel understood and be excited to return to
you again.

How Can I Begin?
Once you (as a business owner) understand the benefits of experience
design and how it can change the way customers perceive your
company, it’s time to get started on the actual designing process.
First, decide how you want to be perceived, and how you want your
customers to feel in their interactions with you and your company.
Think about not only the overall public reaction but also the sorts of
reactions and emotions that your touchpoint moments should inspire

Have Hired a CXO

in your customers. Next, decide what elements you can add (or take

Have Not Hired a CXO

Figure 2. Data Retrieved from WSJ.com

away) to elicit your desired reaction. Start small. Make a few changes
at a time and see how they work before you try to redo your entire
process only to find out you were on the wrong track. Pay attention to
the results you are getting and try to gather some feedback.
Each of these steps can be repeated over and over until you feel like
you are consistently designing touchpoints and experiences that your
customers not only love but look forward to each time they visit.
Experience design is not an end result but a process. Be on a constant
lookout for ways to improve the customer experience, and soon you
will be a step ahead of the rest of the market.

Layout Designed by Alex McBride
notes
1 J. Robert Rossman and Mathew D. Duerden, Designing Experiences (New York: Columbia University Press, 2019), 14.
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3 “Progression of Economic Value,” Neural Impact, accessed February 29, 2020, https://neuralimpact.ca/blog/needstop-relying-great-services-core-competitive-differentiator/progression-of-economic-value/.
4 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy, 98.
5 Rossman and Duerden, Designing Experiences, 103.
6 Marcel Bastiaansen,et al., “Emotions as Core Building Blocks of an Experience,” International Journal of Contemporary
Hospitality Management 32, no. 2 (February 2019): 654, https://doi.org/10.1108/IJCHM-11-2017-0761.
7 Michael Dixon et al., “Surprise, Anticipation, and Sequence Effects in the Design of Experiential Services,” Production
and Operations Management 26, no. 5 (May 2017): 946, https://doi.org/ 10.1111/poms.12675.
8 Nat Ives, “You’re Not Just Binge Watching Netflix. You’re Having an ‘Experience,’” Wall Street Journal, February 21,
2020, https://www.wsj.com/articles/youre-not-just-binge-watching-netflix-youre-having-an-experience-11582297230.
9 Ives, “You’re Having an ‘Experience.’”
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Anchoring the
Onboarding
Process
Rebecca Trippe
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Meet Melanie
Melanie is a new accountant at a firm in Colorado. She was offered
this position four months ago, but up until her first day, she received
little information from her recruiter.
On her first day, Melanie is shoved into a room, along with fifty other
new hires. One person welcomes her in and asks her to sit down.
The leaders of the new hire orientation assist each of the new hires
in completing their I-9s, run through the company’s benefits, and
explain the leave policy. Then, at the end of the meeting, Melanie is
escorted to her desk by a member of the staff and is given a stack of
thirty papers to fill out before working.
After Melanie arrived at her desk, Melanie’s manager walks by and
chats with her for ten minutes before apologizing for needing to run
off to a meeting. Feeling a bit overwhelmed, she wonders where her
excitement had gone and what working at this company was really
going to be like. Melanie, feeling hopeful for the future, starts on her
paperwork and tasks.

Focus on the Anchor
While reading that story, did you relate to Melanie? Did you see any
similarities between your own experience or your company’s current
onboarding situation? If so, you should focus on the anchor of the
onboarding process for hew hires — relationships.
Too often, the onboarding experience for new hires is dictated by
the amount of paperwork they need to complete rather than the
company’s leaders getting to know the new hires. On average, a new
hire has fifty-four activities to complete to start a new job, such as
papers to sign or accounts to set up. 1 While the paperwork is critical
to hire a new employee, some of those tasks can wait for another
day. They could even be done before the employee officially begins
the job.
The Harvard Business Review states that “up to 20% of new hires leave
within their first 45 days,” 2 leaving companies to start all over again
with sunk costs from its previous recruiting efforts. Just as a boat can
be sucked back into the ocean without a proper anchor, a new hire
without any real relationships can begin drifting away, looking for
other more meaningful opportunities.

20%

Up to
of new hires leave within
their first 45 days.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol4/iss3/1
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Meet with the Manager

“When you get all (or most) of
the paperwork checked off
before a new employee’s first
day, it allows for a great deal
of interpersonal interaction
with new coworkers from the
get-go.”4

On the first day of work, the new hires should sit down with their
hiring managers for a one-on-one meeting. Even if the employee is
remote and cannot be there in person, this should be done through a
video conferencing tool to create the same effect.
In a 2017 LinkedIn survey, employees were asked to identify which
part of the onboarding process was most useful to them. Of the
survey respondents, 72% said that they most valued a one-on-one
meeting with their direct manager. The article discussing the survey

Jill Chapman, SPHR
Insperity Recruiting
Services

results explains that these meetings will “lay a solid foundation for [a
new hire’s] most crucial work relationship.” 5 Managers can become
advocates for the employees that report directly to them, but that
won’t be the case unless there is some kind of relationship built
between the two parties.
This initial meeting should focus not only on getting to know the new

Gallup’s 2017 report, entitled State of the American Workplace,

hire but also talking through the responsibilities and expectations that

explains that “workers want to feel connected to their job,

each party has for the job. During interviews, employee expectations

manager, and company. If those ties are not there, workers have all

are generally only mentioned briefly and can easily be forgotten

the more incentive to quit, leaving their organization to start the

before the new hire’s first day. By going over expectations and job

costly recruitment, hiring, and onboarding dance all over again.”

responsibilities, new hires can become more excited about what they

3

Having new hires leave can be avoided by making the onboarding

will accomplish in their roles.

process more than just filling out paperwork; building relationships

This meeting is also a great time to create open communication

with the new hires through pre-boarding, one-on-one meetings,

between the new hire and the manager. Managers should encourage

and introducing them to other employees can increase employee

new hires to meet frequently with them. Gallup’s State of the American

engagement and belonging while decreasing turnover and sunk costs

Workplace report also mentioned that “recurring one-on-one time

for companies.

between managers and team members allows employees to be
recognized and heard, and to share what they need to develop in

Build from the Start

their role.” 3 The goal of these meetings is to create trust between

Begin by Pre-Boarding

understand each other’s needs.

managers and employees so that they can develop together and

Once candidates accept offers, companies should jump right into the
onboarding process. As we saw with Melanie, the silence between
accepting an offer and starting on the first day will only decrease the
excitement that a candidate has for joining the company.
To make the new employee’s first day even better, start the paperwork
right after the offer is accepted. Jill Chapman, a SPHR, explained
that “when you get all (or most) of the paperwork checked off before
a new employee’s first day, it allows for a great deal of interpersonal
interaction with new coworkers from the get-go.” 4 Those relationships,
especially with their teammates, can increase employee engagement
and satisfaction within the office.
In addition to getting paperwork out of the way, use the pre-boarding
time to send the new employees congratulatory swag, set up a phone

72%

of respondents said having
a one-on-one meeting with
their direct manager is
important. 5

call with them and their hiring managers, and outline their new roles
in greater detail. By adding all these elements, the new hire will be
ready to dive in on the first day with more excitement.
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Expand their Network

In the real world, relationships can’t be rushed, and neither should

If your company follows the previous suggestions, new hires will show

the process to form them in the workplace. Take time to get to know

up to work on their first day ready to demonstrate how they add value

the new hires beyond the first week, and find ways to provide support

to the company. Even though they are willing to do what it takes to
prove their worth, they will need help along the way.
During the onboarding process, encourage the new hires to schedule
“tag ups,” or times to meet with every person on their direct team.
Make sure that any remote workers are included in this list. These
teammate relationships will be key during their time at work, so they
should start as soon as possible to form them.

throughout their entire first year.

Anchor the Process
With all onboarding processes, the main focus should be on forming
a relationship with the new hire. Don’t speed through it in hopes that
the employee will be more productive sooner, but rather take the time
to provide the needed support and to create a lasting relationship.

Introduce the new hires to influential coworkers that can help them

Not only will relationships increase productivity in the future, but

succeed in their new roles as well. In the previously mentioned

they also boost employee engagement and satisfaction now.

survey done by LinkedIn, 52% of respondents also expressed that
receiving a list of people to meet is important during the onboarding
process. 4 Don’t limit your recommendations to only those that will be
in the physical office with them. The new hires should reach out to
coworkers that might even be on the other side of the country. Those
connections could prove to be invaluable for them further down the
road in their careers.
Also, consider providing mentors to your new hires. These individuals
don’t necessarily need to be a part of the same department but should
be available for the new hires to reach out to frequently.
Building a mentorship program can seem like a daunting task;
however, Amber Hyatt, who works for a talent solutions organization,
was cited by the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
when she said that “mentoring programs can be as simple as
assigning a new employee a go-to person or having an elaborate team
of mentors for any questions that might arise.” 6 These programs can
be a very simple or well-organized system. Both options can provide
great support to new hires. Either way, encourage mentors to take on
the assignment as a part of their positions so that the new hire they
are paired up with is a priority.

Stretch it Out
While there may be a temptation to have the onboarding process last
only a week or two, companies should consider having it last at least
six months or even a year.
Bill Donoghue, in the Training Journal, explained that many
onboarding programs are too short and that if one “is less than a

Explore different options for pre-boarding new employees and
engaging them before their arrival. Then, set them up for success
by holding one-on-one meetings between them and their managers
frequently and by providing them with an enhanced network and a
mentor.
Without real relationships in the workplace, a new hire can easily be
reeled back into the sea. Instead of letting that happen and having
sunk costs, anchor the new hires from the moment they accept the
offer and continue to build a relationship with them every day of
their careers.

Notes
1 Jen Dewar, “10 Employee Onboarding Statistics You Must Know in 2020,” Sapling, December 20,
2019.
2 Ron Carucci, “To Retain New Hires, Spend More Time Onboarding Them,” Harvard Business
Review, December 3, 2018, 1–5, https://hbr.org/2018/12/to-retain-new-hires-spend-more-time-onboarding-them.
3 State of the American Workplace Report (Washington D.C.: Gallup, 2017), 18, https://www.gallup.
com/workplace/238085/state-american-workplace-report-2017.aspx.
4 Jill Chapman, “Gaining a Talent,” Strategic Finance 100, no. 3 (September 2018): 44–51, http://erl.
lib.byu.edu/login/?url=https://www-proquest-com.erl.lib.byu.edu/scholarly-journals/gaining-talent/
docview/2103552582/se-2?accountid=4488.
5 Jean Tang, “5 Things New Hires Want During Onboarding,” LinkedIn Talent Blog, September 7,
2017, https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/onboarding/2017/5-things-new-hireswant-during-onboarding.
6 Roy Maurer, “New Employee Onboarding Guide,” SHRM, August 16, 2019, www.shrm.org/
resourcesandtools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/pages/new-employee-onboarding-guide.aspx.
7 Bill Donoghue, “Onboarding: Whys, Dos and Don’ts,” Training Journal, January 2018, 25–27,
http://erl.lib.byu.edu/login/?url=https://www-proquest-com.erl.lib.byu.edu/trade-journals/onboarding-whys-dos-donts/docview/2245443479/se-2?accountid=4488.

month, it does not offer a new employee any long-term support. It
takes the average employee eight months to reach full productivity.”
He further explained that the onboarding process should be seen as
“the race between the tortoise and the hare” in that the process should
be slow and steady so that it can be productive and sustainable. 7
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“As Millennials’ financial
position has deteriorated, so
has their confidence in their
mental capacity to manage it.”
by Quinn Larson

We all need money. Whether
it’s filling up the car, paying for
wedding expenses, or taking a
vacation to the Bahamas, money
is how we get there. At its core,
money represents time spent.
Without an investment of time
or effort, it becomes difficult to
acquire wealth. As Generations
X and Y, we have had the least
amount of time in the workforce
in comparison to generations
preceding us. But with that has
come the greatest opportunity
to build wealth ever. If our
generation can learn financial
discipline and use available
tools, we can build a booming
economy, find personal financial
peace, and attain a bright
financial future.

In fact, a study done by the
United Nations tells us that “over
half of consumer spending in the
USA is attributed to one group
of young consumers collectively
known as ‘The Millennials’ or
‘Gen Y.’” 1

The Current Situation

Let’s say, for example, my old car
breaks down and I desperately
need a new one. I end up taking
out a loan to buy a new car for
$200 a month. By owing and
paying this $200 a month to
the bank or credit union, my
opportunity cost could be the
interest that I would receive by

Before we understand our
financial potential, we must
first understand what the
current issues are in millennial
finances today. Generally, we
as a generation have shown
compulsive spending behaviors.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol4/iss3/1

We have entered into a headspace
of “buy now and make the
required minimum payment
later.” 2 This thinking can be
harmful for a number of reasons
but one of the most detrimental
is due to the concept of the time
value of money (TVM). The
TVM is a fancy way of saying
that over time, the opportunity
cost of money grows and money
is worth more today than it is in
the future. 3
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investing my money in a CD or
a high-yield savings account.
My opportunity cost could also
be much higher if I decided
to start a successful business
and invested the same $200 a
month into that project instead.
In short, by owing money to
others and paying down loans,
we miss out on the benefits that
our money could have supplied
elsewhere. From this example we
can see that understanding the
TVM is key to understanding
how to build and sustain wealth.

No matter how much money
our generation is making, we
are spending far too much and
saving far too little. According
to a survey of 2,700 people, over
32% of Americans are running
out of money before their next
paycheck (see Figure 1). 4 Even
more worrisome is that these
statistics remain true regardless
of how much income someone is
bringing in. Figure 1 shows that
whether you are making $50,000
a year or $200,000, you could
still find yourself out of money

(by Yearly income)

15k<

39%

42%

40%

41 – 55k

86 – 100k

200k+

Figure 1
Data based on a survey fielded by Salary Finance of over 2,700 U.S. adults working at companies with over 500 employees.
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Income

Save 15%

Save 25%

Save 35%

50k

$108,178.00

$180,296.67

$252,415.34

80K

$173,084.81

$288,474.68

$403,864.55

120k

$259,627.21

$432,712.02

$605,796.83

Table 1
Data based on "The Benefits of being FIRE-Ish" by Eileen Ambrose. 6

before your next paycheck. This
phenomenon is primarily due to
lifestyle inflation.

Percentage of people living
paycheck to paycheck

50%

The effect of saving a higher
percentage of income over 10 years

Lifestyle inflation indicates that
as people make more money,
they tend to spend more money.
They could be spending on
things that improve the quality
of life; but often the extra
income is spent on luxury items
that may not have a lasting effect
on individual happiness. We are
still fighting an uphill battle.
According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the basic costs
of living have increased by 2.3%
and education expenses have

risen by 2.1%. 5 These numbers
tell us that we need to learn how
to handle our money and make it
work for us, now more than ever.
Tools of Success

With the downward trajectory
of Millennial finances, it is
important to remember that
financial peace is in direct
correlation with the time and
effort we put into improving
our situation. Just like the TVM
example earlier, the effort that
we put in today is worth far more
than last-ditch efforts to improve
our finances. This becomes
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evident in Table 1, which shows
how money saved adds up quickly.
However, the data is reliant upon
the practice of making your
money work for you, whether it
be in the stock market or some
other capacity, to make at least a
7.0% return.
The first step to improving
finances is tracking finances. This
has become exponentially more
convenient in the recent decade.
Apps like Mint by Intuit (among
others) will connect to your card
and track your finances. This
makes checking your credit score,
anticipating upcoming bills, and
knowing your net worth accessible
with just the click of a button.
Another world-changing tool
that is available for the millennial
generation to pilot is the internet.
If you have the drive to make
money, anything is possible with
the internet of today. From drop
shipping to selling courses to
making YouTube videos, a large
number of Gen X and Y are
making either all or part of their
income on the internet. A person
can connect with millions around
the world in a matter of seconds
by using various websites and
shop outlets. These opportunities
are in reach. With a bit of
research and an assessment of
your talents and interests, it’s a
guarantee that you too can make
money using the internet.
The last tool is the availability of
the stock market. Through apps
such as Robinhood and Webull,
anyone can set up an account
and begin investing in the stock
market. This is an attractive
option because you can make
money in your sleep. In fact, if
you invest only $200 a month
at a 10% interest rate (there
are stocks that have continually
shown a 10% return for the last
70 years) you could have over a
million dollars in 40 years. If you
are willing to invest more and
take higher risks, you can earn
even more. All the information

and the ability to invest are at
your fingertips. You can make
your money work for you the way
millions of people already have.
It’s Up to You

A number of millennials have
moved to change the direction
that they are heading in a recent
boom. The old philosophy of
working hard for 40 years and
then retiring is fading away. A new
generation has decided to take
on a new vision. That vision is
F.I.R.E. (Financial Independence,
Retire Early). According to
Kiplinger publication, “FIRE
followers track their money,
invest in low-cost funds, avoid
high-interest debt and focus their
spending on what’s important to
them, rather than buying things
because they can afford them.”
Living this way has given the
younger generations the incentive
to delay gratification and prepare
for life finances in a different way.
When it comes down to the wire,
it is up to you. You are in control
of what you buy and don’t buy,
what you save and don’t save,
what you invest and don’t invest.
You may talk to various financial
professionals: your banker, your
tax accountant, or even your
friend in the finance program.
But at the end of it all, you are
the one with the money on the
line to lose or to grow. The tools
are available to you and the
knowledge is valuable beyond
the time you would spend to
learn. Go and make a difference
for our generation. One or two
of us may not make the biggest
difference in the overall direction
that our peers are heading, but
with this knowledge we can
prepare ourselves and have the
means to help others do the same.
When you arrive at the ripe age
of 65, you will not have to worry
about having to work another
day because you sacrificed a little
today to receive huge dividends in
the years to come. That is what
financial peace is all about.
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“I have become more aware of . . . how true emotions can
feel during crucial moments, and . . . how false they really
are.”
Crucial Conversations takes principles of conversations we already know
and brings new light and clarity to them. For example, the acronym
AMPP helps us remember how to encourage free and unjudged
conversation when an individual is feeling offended or reserved.
“A” is for asking their views, “M” is for mirroring them, “P” is for
paraphrasing what they have said and to acknowledging the story
they have told thus far, and finally, the second “P” is for priming the
conversations in a conducive direction.
“At this point, you could be tempted to water down your
content—‘You know it’s really not that big a deal’—don’t
give into the temptation. Don’t take back what you’ve said.
Instead, put your remarks in context.”
At one point or another, everyone has felt the desire to handle a

C r u c i a l C o nv e r s a t i o n s
B y K e r r y Pa t t e r s o n , A l S w i t z l e r,
Ron McMillan, and Joseph Grenny
Book Review by Sawyer Alvey
We live in a world where everything from sports to politics is polarized.
Even the most casual conversationalists will stop at nothing to prove

situation better, and that is exactly where Crucial Conversations steps in.
It convinces us to not hide our emotions and passions. Rather, Crucial
Conversations details how we can harness our passions into an effective
message told through a persuasive, non-abrasive story.
“This is the first principle of dialogue—start with Heart.
That is, your own heart. If you can’t get yourself right, you’ll
have a hard time getting dialogue right.”

that their team, party, or points-of-view are the best and most correct.

Crucial Conversations’ skillsets have been practiced and proven in the

Little, if any, consideration is given to listening and understanding

real world. Its tactics reunited a daughter and estranged father, kept

the other perspective, causing problems in every facet of our lives.

families together throughout misfortune and financial disagreement,

Crucial Conversations asserts that we can learn and develop the skills

and even saved the life of a woman during a carjacking. The principles

necessary to stop the initial reactions of lashing out or clamming up.

and skills taught in Crucial Conversations can be applied in an infinite

As we learn to handle disagreement in conversations, we learn to

number of ways, benefitting us immensely as we truly listen to and

navigate our way through high-stake situations.

connect with the people around us.
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When he was a star high school baseball player, James Clear suffered
a traumatic head injury during a game, which severely debilitated
his health, his self-esteem, and his prowess as an athlete for the rest
of his high school years. Despite this major setback, he later became
the “top male athlete at Denison University” while also excelling
academically. How was he able to bounce back so successfully?
Clear explains that the secret was accumulating small, helpful habits
and using them to overcome his challenges. In his book Atomic Habits,
he clarifies that the best way to develop your skills is to formulate a
“system of continuous small improvements” that helps you achieve
progress, rather than simply chase limited goals (25). The book is

Ato m i c H a b i t s

filled with meaningful anecdotes and scientific studies which help

By James Clear

illustrate helpful principles and tools.

Book Review by Sam Lambert

For one, it’s much easier to create active change in ourselves if we
become mindful of our habits. In other words, “one of our greatest
challenges in changing habits is maintaining awareness of what
we are actually doing” (64). Clear explains that applying this rule
makes it easier to consciously apply habits in helpful ways, such as
habit stacking (or grouping small habits that naturally flow into each

is “show up” and do some version of the habit every day, even if
it’s only two minutes’ worth (162–3). By doing so, we’ll be able to
truly assert our identity over time, saying with increasing confidence
“‘Hey, maybe this is who I am’” (38).

other) and seeking out environments which compel us to fulfil certain

Most importantly, Clear communicates that our habits have a

habits (for example, spending time with fit people in order to make

reciprocal relationship with our identity. On one hand, we often

it feel more natural to work out and stay in shape) (74) (116). This

let our negative habits define who we are by “[sliding] into mental

self-awareness can help readers to understand the psychological and

grooves and [accepting negative habits] as fact” (35), which can

sociological principles behind their brain and their behavior and

prevent us from truly developing. On the other hand, if we let our

empower themselves to control their actions.

identity guide us towards habits that would fit us, while still exploring

However, Clear also acknowledges that our enthusiasm for our habits
does not remain constant. According to him, the only way to prevent
our habits from dropping off is to “master the habit of showing

new aspects of ourselves (222), we can more easily mold our habits
to fit the type of life that we currently have and want to improve. In
this way, Clear leads readers to make a true difference in their lives.

up” (163). That is, we can’t expect that we will always be excited

If applied well, Clear’s book can enact immensely positive change

to exercise our habits (even if they’re something we enjoy), nor can

in any person’s life. Its principles remain with readers throughout

we expect every day to be perfect. The most important thing to do

their lives.
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Fundraising in the
COVID-19 Era
By David Kime
My experience earlier this year will sound familiar to artistic directors
and administrators across the United States. On Wednesday evening,
March 11, 2020, the A Voice for Good directing team huddled in
my living room. Our Easter season, 120-voice mixed choir had three
concerts scheduled over the coming week.
The COVID-19 virus was quickly becoming headline news here in
Utah, and life was starting to grind to a halt. We realized that the
concerts that weekend would likely be our last for several months.
But could we even proceed with these performances? The Western
Regional ACDA Conference had occurred in Salt Lake the previous
week without incident. Why would our experience be different?
Over several hours, we plotted to perform a live-streamed concert
with limited in-person attendance. We would create film and audio
recordings on Saturday and Sunday nights, just before our venue
would close indefinitely.
Twenty-four hours later, we gathered again; new problems required
a new game plan. As of that day, each of our performance venues
had closed. Churches, universities, businesses, and local governments
signaled that we were entering lockdown. Our 2020 season ended
without a single performance. We met with choir members only
in small groups for emotional goodbyes that Sunday. As the new
lockdown reality sank in, we realized that we now faced more
daunting challenges. No performances meant no donations. No
donations could mean no 2020-2021 artistic season. We needed a
new fundraising plan, and we needed one fast.

Executive Summary
Researchers Janelle Kerlin and Tom Pollak, writing in The American
Review of Public Administration, suggest that arts nonprofits’
revenue fluctuates significantly based on holistic economic patterns. 1
Before the pandemic’s onset, experts noted “stagnating growth” in
world economies.2 Both of these factors foreshadowed an imperfect
2020 for arts nonprofits, but COVID-19 has left our organizations in
financial free fall.
Thriving in the post-COVID-19 world will require rigorous
adaptations in the nonprofit sector. While remaining grounded in
the community-building message we share, arts nonprofits must
apply evolving, evidence-based fundraising techniques. Several
basic principles will yield best outcomes: pursue robust business
partnerships, engage with individuals, and invest in measuring
impact.
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Pursue Robust Business
Partnerships
Dissecting the arts business funding relationship, a 2018 Conference
Board study reveals that a strong partnership with a given arts

TO BEGIN BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS,

organization can motivate ongoing donations. 3 As Figure 1 displays,

IDENTIFY COMPANIES WHERE

company size can provide insight into different reasons that propel
business giving. 4 Note, however, that a long-term existing relationship

INDIVIDUALS ARE DEEPLY COMMITTED

motivates giving at all company sizes. If our organizations do not

TO THE ARTS.

5

already have corporate partnerships, it is time to start forming them.
To begin building partnerships, identify companies where
individuals are deeply committed to the arts. As Figure 1
denotes, especially for small businesses, executive and employee
interest in the arts are among dominant reasons for corporate
giving. 6 Local businesses including music stores, instrument rental

excitement about and support for potential partnerships within a

services, and performing arts venues provide a practical starting

company. 8 The authors point out that leaders within the arts should

point. These businesses are filled with arts lovers who sympathize

apply this information; they “need to be knowledgeable about the

with the economic difficulties that our groups face. We should also

business community and individuals in the business community. They

consider less apparent potential partners. Many businesses in historic

should seek to understand who might be the advocate in various

districts and gentrifying “arts districts” harbor deep interest in and

companies.” 9 As we identify, educate, and engage both employees and

commitment to building local arts organizations. Their donations

executives, we lay the foundation for future financial partnerships.

will allow us to build our organization and strengthen the community,
fostering a culture of high-quality art.

Furthermore, arts leaders must shape partnerships to also
benefit corporate partners. In proposing a symbiotic financial

Daellenbach, Thirkell, and Zander, in a 2013 study, found that one

relationship, arts organizations may explain both research and

or more passionate individuals within a corporation can effectively

applications surrounding their work, highlighting how the arts address

guide a nonprofit seeking business funding. Such an advocate builds

relevant business struggles. As employers and outside organizations

7

have recognized, the COVID-19 pandemic is spawning increased

Figure 1: Ethos, Pathos, and Logos
Drive Giving Decisions

mental and emotional health difficulties. 10 Arts organizations have
resources that can help businesses alleviate these difficulties. Leaders

Top Reasons for Giving

need to think creatively about how to present and share these
resources.

Long-term
Relationship
Part of holistic
giving plan
Benefits
business goals
Employee arts
interest

Consider, for example, the potential benefits of singing to individuals.
Graham F. Welch and Costanza Preti, in reviewing previous research
Percent of Respondents (n=113)

Executive
arts interest

literature, note the growing body of research that confirms singing’s
benefits, including improved feelings of health and well-being.11 As
Töres Theorell highlights, singing can result in higher concentrations
of the hormone oxytocin and can positively affect the immune
system. 12 Why not apply such benefits to addressing the mental and
emotional health problems brought on by COVID-19?
For example, a choral arts nonprofit seeking business funding might
volunteer several leaders to offer a free corporate choir—whether
online, outdoor, or indoor—to any interested employees. At a time
when employee health and well-being rank high among corporate
problems, leaders will find such an offer attractive. The company
addresses its priorities, the arts organization receives funding,

Convincing
case given
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In tailoring proposals to meet business needs, arts leaders can present

their organization’s volunteers to work with the catering company

funding opportunities as chances to achieve community-related goals.

on a community project. In the previously cited 2019 report, the

Mirae Kim’s 2017 study of 909 American arts nonprofits examined

authors encourage arts organizations to seek common causes with

these organizations’ levels of community engagement. 13 Kim found

business partners; this type of collaboration on a social, political, or

that nonprofit arts groups play a role not only in the market economy

economic issue can be beneficial to both organizations. 19 Whether

but also in civil society. 14 Regardless of corporate partnership,

the collaboration is cause-based or profit-focused, both arts groups

nonprofit arts groups wield significant influence in communities.

and businesses find strength in working together.

Bridging gaps between the educational,
religious, cultural, and nonprofit sectors Figure 2: Business Size and Donation Types
of their communities, they have a
Market Capitalization

Engage with
Individuals

relationships between diverse organizations

While some will argue that targeting

and groups. Even newly formed arts

individual donors yields less than developing

organizations can wield a cultural and

corporate collaborations during uncertain

community influence that companies lack

times, a balanced approach will provide best

significant role to play in advancing positive

simply because of the organization’s nature.
Organizations with most civic involvement
tend to have large webs of connections
with other leaders and organizations.

Less than $1 Million

In-Kind
45%

15

results. As Kerlin and Pollak point out in
their analysis of historical nonprofit funding,
Cash
55%

organizations “do not appear to compensate
for losses in private contributions and

They focus on their nonprofit status and

government grants through increases in

realize that similar groups also engage in

commercial revenue.” 20 Simply put, at a

civil society. 16 Potential corporate partners

time when it is likely that government and

should

private funding will respond negatively to

recognize

that

funding

well-

connected arts groups will bolster their
status in the community. As arts leaders, we
need to leverage these potential benefits by

Market Capitalization
At or Above $25 Billion

engaging in consistent community outreach.

2 demonstrates, the 2019 Conference Board

turn to corporate funding as the cure-all.
Continued efforts to reach individuals in
our communities and in our organizations
will produce new fundraising solutions.

As we seek business funding, we should not
discount company characteristics. As Figure

the economic downturn, arts leaders cannot

Understanding individuals’ values should

In-Kind
24%

influence how arts leaders tailor fundraising
efforts. In a 2017 study, Lee, Fraser, and

report found a meaningful difference in
types of donations based on company size. 17
As company size increases, it appears that
the amount of in-kind donations decrease. 18

Cash
76%

In-kind donations include nonmonetary

lacking donations,

orchestra to sew masks, or a caterer might
donate a cast meal for a certain event.

Working with small businesses, arts leaders will recognize and
encourage other types of giving.
For instance, many arts groups provide occasional meals for their
performers. Seeking a partnership with a local caterer, groups might
seek a subsidized or free cast meal in return for providing advertising
on programs and websites. Alternatively, groups might offer for

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol4/iss3/1

would more likely or less likely donate when

•The gallery closing as a byproduct of

might donate materials for a choir or

proposals to larger organizations, seeking only monetary donations.

attendees to find out whether individuals
faced with one of the following scenarios:

contributions. For example, a fabric store

Based on these findings, fundraising-savvy arts leaders will simplify

Fillis, gathered information from art gallery

•The gallery simply asking for donations, or
•The gallery indicating that any future exhibits would require more
funding. 21
Their research concluded that frequent visitors are statistically
more likely to donate when faced with the proposition that without
increased resources, the gallery might close. 22 They also found that
those visiting less frequently were more likely to donate when faced
with the possibility of more exhibitions or the loss of the current
exhibition. 23 However, as the authors point out, organizations must
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use care to avoid crying wolf; arts leaders should avoid constantly

make. 28 Younger employees in our organizations are uniquely suited

portraying their organizations as on the verge of financial collapse.24

to understanding social media platforms, online funding techniques,

These findings inspire significant applications, especially in the deadly

and best advertising practices.

environment 2020 has given arts organizations. A dose of straight

With a 2019 analysis of fundraising and marketing in the context

talk to our long-time donors and patrons regarding the dire situation

of American symphonies and opera houses, Besana and Esposito

might provide a stream of life-giving donations, as long as we use

supported the assertion that to effectively confront future difficulties,

such an appeal sparingly. Each donation should be answered with

our strategies must be forward-facing: “Managerial innovation

a personal thank-you e-mail or written card; these donors need to

requires propensities for both off-and online marketing and

know how important their contribution is to arts leaders and to their

fundraising with an adequate, specific and professional focus on the

organizations. Consider providing these loyal patrons with a copy of

added value of social media.” 29 As arts organizations develop young

your group’s multi-year plans; they deserve to see, and possibly even

leaders and engage audiences in forward-focused ways, fundraising

to choose, what their donation will accomplish.

will not only thrive, but also contribute to growing unity between arts

When dealing with the general public and casual supporters, we
should focus intensely on presenting the opportunities for the
future. A video highlighting past performances and future plans—
dependent, of course, on donations—might do just the trick. In the A
Voice for Good organization, we used this technique for our summer
fundraiser. In a socially distanced world, this video provided an easy,
effective way to showcase accomplishments and draw in small dollar
donations. As Joan Garry writes in The Chronicle of Philanthropy,
“When you ask for money, frame the gift as a bridge from where you
are now to what’s possible.” 25 As we engage individuals, we can target
our marketing strategies based on their involvement and interest in
the arts.

leaders, our volunteers, our employees, and our communities.

Invest in Measuring Impact
In the previously cited UK giving study, the authors note that arts
organizations will benefit greatly from transparently demonstrating
how donations are used. 30 Similarly, in a warning from the 2019
Conference Board report, authors admonish arts organizations to find
more ways to quantify and demonstrate the effects of their efforts:
“Being able to calculate an ROI-type figure will help to justify the
benefits of sponsoring arts programs.” 31 To effectively demonstrate
and measure positive impact, arts organizations must collaborate
with corporate partners to develop systems of accountability. Arts

While targeting various demographics in our communities, we

leaders must also evaluate organizational decisions based on future

should capitalize on the COVID-19 pandemic to involve

financial effects.

talented employees and volunteers in the decision-making
process and to apply the forward-facing strategies they
bring. The individuals that fill our organizations can augment our
fundraising efforts in ways that executive directors, artistic directors,
and board members might otherwise overlook. Discussing talent
management practices through the pandemic’s lens, Dr. Sandhya
Karpe argues that organizational response should include greater
experimentation, including opportunities for employees to adapt, fill
new needs, and demonstrate capacity: “It is refreshing to observe that
high-potentials are eager to embrace new challenges during a crisis,
and willing to courageously transition into mission-critical areas of
the business that are still unknowns.” 26 Based on Dr. Karpe’s advice,
arts leaders who consider bringing new voices to the table may be
surprised by the excellent talent and capable leadership they find.
Embracing the talent within our organizations helps us adopt
forward-facing strategies to make fundraising simpler and easier.
In a 2020 study regarding patterns of giving among UK citizens,
Moraes, Daskalopoulou, and Szmigin found that arts organizations
need to simplify giving to the arts.27 By demonstrating the arts’
benefits and providing clear avenues for donating, organizations
can gain a larger share of the charitable donations that individuals

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive,

Arts leaders can capitalize on strong business partnerships
by allowing corporate partners a voice in determining how
arts organizations will measure impact. The Conference
Board recommends “[setting] time-bound, quantifiable goals,” which
allows corporate partners and arts leaders to reach consensus and
understanding on how to best measure impact. 32 Arts leaders may be
most focused on impacting a community or advancing a certain social
cause, but they must find ways to track efforts and quantify outcomes.
While outside organizations often measure the financial impact that
arts have on a community, such as Americans for the Arts, individual
organizations need their own metrics, and they need to track progress
on their own. Working collaboratively, we can develop means to show
corporate partners how many individuals are being affected by our
work and how great our economic impact is on the community.
Understanding and applying effective financial measurements will
help demonstrate impact. In a 2003 study, Ritchie and Kolodinsky
sought to clarify the mystery surrounding nonprofit performance:
for many decades, organizations and researchers have not developed
consensus on what constitutes effective measurement of financial
success. 33 Ritchie and Kolodinsky found that three areas of
measurement—fundraising efficiency, public support, and fiscal
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performance, as measured by various indicators—seem to give

based fundraising techniques will strengthen our organizations and

unique insight as to how the organization is performing. 34 The

the communities that we serve. Through robust business partnerships,

authors suggest that based on this finding, a nonprofit could weigh

nonprofit arts groups can secure long-term funding. Engaging

the importance of each of the three categories in a way that would

with individuals, we as arts leaders can broaden our audiences,

The study can be

strengthen our organizational capacity, and improve our future

accessed for further information and ideas on developing an effective

readiness. Investing in impact measurement, arts organizations will

measure of your group’s financial health, strength, and stability.

maintain corporate, individual, and community funding well past the

create a “composite performance measure.”

35

Business partners will find measures of this type very appealing; they
provide trackable year-over-year data. Such measurement clarity
allows for simple, concrete reports to donors, corporate partners, and
to the public. Increasing transparency and measuring performance in
this way will increase community trust in our nonprofit organizations.
As arts organizations consider creative programming, new funding
methods, and how to best measure community impact, they should
carefully consider how organizational decisions will affect
the future. In a 2020 study examining how crowdfunding efforts affect
nonprofits, Alexiou, Wiggins, and Preece, found that a crowdfunding
campaign’s implications may be based on an organization’s age. 36 For
instance, the researchers found that a crowdfunding campaign will
affect both young and old arts nonprofits, but in different ways. 37 A
young nonprofit which fails to meet a crowdfunding goal will likely
lose legitimacy with the public and will struggle to fundraise in the
future.38 A positive outcome, conversely, sends a very strong signal of
growing legitimacy.39 For established groups, a failed campaign does
not seem to result in the same negative impacts and may even cause
an increase in funding. 40
However, Charles and Kim’s 2016 study suggests that an organization’s
non-financial performance—based on total attendees, free tickets
for attendees, and website traffic—may correlate negatively with
amount of donations.41 These contrasting examples indicate that arts
organizations must consider how varying financial and nonfinancial
performance measures will affect their future financial viability.
Furthermore, in a 2011 study, Pandey, Kim, and Pandey studied
1,792 mission statements of arts organizations and found that a focus
on activity components in a mission statement can correlate with
improved financial and nonfinancial outcomes.42 These positive effects
were associated with a focus on factors including accomplishment,
communication, and motion in the mission statements. 43 As arts
leaders consider the level of involvement they seek in community
affairs, it is critical that leaders determine whether involvement will
undermine or increase the arts group’s impact. Decisions regarding
involvement require careful consideration of how that will affect the
organization’s capacity to strengthen the community.

Conclusion
Nonprofit arts groups face a range of new challenges and opportunities

COVID-19 pandemic’s end.
Layout Designed by Grace Law
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Expandir tus

horizontes
Comercialización en un mercado mundial e intercultural
Por Dillon Jones

This is our first original Spanish-language article! This represents another important phase of our
initiative to release more meaningful content for our hispanic audience and thereby help them to
become successful leaders. (For more Spanish content, listen to the “Las Caras del Éxito” podcast
and visit our Spanish blog “Perspectivas,” both on marriottstudentreview.org.)
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Conectados: una nota transcultural
Este año, hemos aprendido una vez más sobre la gran importancia de estar conectados.
Para nosotros, estar conectado no solamente se refiere a la conexión de WiFi o la integración de
plataformas digitales (aunque sí son importantes), sino algo mucho más significante.
A pesar de todo lo que nos pueda dividir—la distancia, la enfermedad, las diferencias
sociopolíticas (es una lista sin fin)—creemos que podemos fortalecer la conexión que tenemos
por medio de enfocarnos en las cosas que sí compartimos: el trabajo arduo, el espíritu innovador,
y las relaciones humanas, entre muchas más.
Queremos asegurarnos de que estas conexiones tengan manera de seguir vivas en cada parte
de nuestra comunidad en BYU, y para lograrlo ello hemos incorporado la traducción, junto
con un blog y un podcast original en español. En el siglo XXI es esencial que aprendamos a
participar en conversaciones con personas de culturas distintas a las nuestras. Gracias a estas
nuevas plataformas, los estudiantes latinos de BYU también podrán compartir sus ideas en su
propio idioma.
Esperamos que esta nueva adición a nuestra revista sea la primera de muchas. Planeamos publicar
contenido no solamente en español, sino en muchos otros idiomas para que la comunidad de
BYU pueda seguir diversificándose y conectándose.
¡Te invitamos a participar! Si hablas español y tienes alguna idea que quieras compartir,
contáctanos por mariannari@byu.edu para entregar artículos de negocios o para ser participante
en nuestro podcast.
Únete y conéctate.

Te esperamos,
El Equipo de Traducción
Arinda Allen

Dillon Jones

Lucas Soto

Jair Barberan

Kolby Krantz

Caleb Thompson

Andrea Cabrera

Jamie LeSeuer

Isabel Vidal

Diego Calderón

Danny Meza

Calvin Westfall

Berenisse Chavez

Jared Nelson

Ethan Wilson

Teo Drabicki
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Tal vez hayas manejado un coche de

el año 2018. Este éxito no viene solamente

expansión. Estas revisiones estratégicas le

Volkswagen, comprado leche de Nestlé, o

porque Volkswagen hace carros buenos,

costaron casi la mitad de sus ventas en cuatro

jugado al PlayStation de Sony. Muchas veces

sino porque también entiende cómo atraer

años. Por otro lado, en el 2020, Volkswagen

olvidamos que estas compañías vienen de

audiencias muy distintas y específicas.

fue la compañía más exitosa con 9.31

Alemania, Suiza, y Japón, respectivamente;
simplemente sabemos que son productos que
nos gustan. ¿Te podrías imaginar si estas
compañías nunca se hubieran expandido
fuera de sus países natales? Hoy en día estas
empresas se consideran las mejores de sus
industrias, pero si no hubieran expandido sus
horizontes, el mundo no podría disfrutar de
sus productos.

Volkswagen vende carros en casi todos
los países del mundo, y para cada nuevo
mercado, hace una campaña especial. El
archivo de publicidad “Ads of the World”
contiene comerciales y otros anuncios de
Volkswagen hechos para Sudáfrica, Rusia,
Guatemala, España, México, y muchos
más. Cada anuncio es especial, hecho
específicamente para esa cultura. Con este

Estamos agradecidos de que hayan decidido

enfoque en grupos específicos, Volkswagen

traer sus negocios al mundo internacional,

ha hecho una marca que parece casi nativa

sin embargo, este principio no se limita

a cada mercado a.

solamente a estas compañías. El mundo está
lleno de ideas y productos increíbles, pero
muchos de ellos nunca salen de sus pequeñas
comunidades de origen y se quedan sin
lograr su máximo potencial. Como futuros
líderes del sector profesional, es necesario
que aprendamos a llevar nuestros negocios
a

comunidades

ajenas

a

las

nuestras.

Los ejemplos de Volkswagen, Nestlé y
Sony nos enseñan tres principios que son
fundamentales para conectar con tales
comunidades exitosamente: (1) entender la
audiencia, (2) descentralizar las decisiones
comerciales, y (3) confiar en el producto.

Entender la audiencia
Junto con Toyota, Volkswagen es considerada
como una de las compañías en la industria
global automovilística más exitosa, con un
ingreso total de casi $250 mil millones en el
año 2020. Además, el Volkswagen Gol fue el
carro más vendido en Latinoamérica durante
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millones de ventas y es posible que se deba
a su habilidad de entender los mercados
internacionales a los que sirve. 6

Descentralizar las decisiones
comerciales
A lo mejor te sorprenderá saber cuántos
productos

pertenecen

a

Nestlé.

En

Latinoamérica algunas de las marcas más
prominentes son Nescafé, Nido, Abuelita,
y Maggi. 7 Estos productos son elementos
básicos de la vida latinoamericana, y es
difícil imaginar que son producidos por una

Podemos contrastar este éxito con los

compañía con su sede en Suiza. Aunque

desafíos recientes de General Motors, una

estas marcas son de Nestlé y son consistentes

compañía que históricamente dominaba

con su imagen global, la compañía ha puesto

el mercado global del automóvil. Desde

un gran enfoque en dejar bastante control en

el 2016 las ventas totales de GM han

las manos de su liderazgo local. 8

disminuido de 10.01 millones de vehículos
a 6.83 millones en el 2020. Mary Barra,
presidenta ejecutiva de GM, respondió a esta
tendencia en mayo del 2017, explicando que
“estamos transformando nuestro negocio
[para que sea] más enfocado y disciplinado
. . . Seguiremos optimizando nuestras
operaciones de mercado a mercado para
mejorar nuestra competitividad y base de
costos.” 5 En otras palabras, GM actualmente
está evaluando y mejorando su presencia en
el mercado global; los cambios que están
haciendo han resultado en grandes gastos

Cuando
estrategia

Nestlé
de

decidió

introducir

comercialización,

una

reclutó

muchos directores locales para ser parte de
su equipo de comercialización central. 9 Estos
directores fueron los que presentaron la
estrategia más estandarizada a los equipos de
los cuales vinieron. Además de este ejemplo,
Nestlé ha fomentado comunicación entre las
organizaciones de cada país por medio de
boletines informativos para que se puedan
compartir ideas que se forman fuera de la
sede. 10

de dinero que tal vez se hubieran podido

Nestlé también ha desarrollado su presencia

evitar si hubieran prestado más atención

mundial al adquirir otras compañías que ya

a la adaptación regional al principio de su

han ganado una buena reputación en sus
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respectivos mercados. Entre las adquisiciones

que el PlayStation 5 tuvo el lanzamiento más

más grandes de Nestlé están Purina, Gerber,

exitoso de cualquier consola en la historia de

y Starbucks. 11 Gracias a la reputación de

la industria.16

éstas compañías, para Nestlé fue mucho
más fácil entrar en esos mercados para
Nestlé. Esta táctica de adquisición, junto
con la gerencia descentralizada, demuestra
que Nestlé siempre ha buscado valor en la
comunidad dentro del mercado y no solo en
la sede de la compañía.

Conclusión
Estos ejemplos solamente son una introducción
de cómo navegar la comercialización al nivel

Esta confianza es necesaria para tener éxito

mundial. Podemos seguir aprendiendo de

en cualquier mercado. Puedes entender

esta industria al comparar las estrategias de

tu audiencia y tener una estrategia bien

las compañías más relevantes a las nuestras y

descentralizada, pero si no crees que tu

evaluar si fueron éxitos o fracasos. Al hacer esto,

producto es bueno, no lo deberías vender ni

lograremos optimizar nuestros propios esfuerzos

a tu abuela. Por otra parte, si sabes que tu

y así tener éxito en los negocios globales.

producto es algo que va a beneficiar a tus
consumidores, esa confianza debe expresarse

Confiar en el producto
Recientemente Sony lanzó una campaña

Layout Designed by Allison Havey

en cada campaña y anuncio que produces.

para su nuevo PlayStation 5. Su consola
dominó el mercado global, ganando más
del doble de lo que el Xbox Series X ganó.12
La campaña ha constado de anuncios
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hechos para todo el mundo en lugar de las
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podcast review

Why COVID-19 shouldn’t
affect your success
by Emmie Cannon
“I think we all recognize that the life that we enjoy—our economy, our health, the nature of our social interactions—
all those things are far more fragile and vulnerable to disruption than we would have imagined.”
Above are the words of Senator Mitt Romney on the
Marriot Student Review’s podcast, Measuring Success
Right. During this worldwide pandemic, Romney has
been in the middle of legislation, discussing solutions, such
as the Trust and Relief Acts and working with officials from
both sides of the political spectrum. We can all agree that
life has been rocky for everyone in the United States in 2020,
not just those involved in politics—students at the Marriott
School face virtual recruiting this fall, canceled internships and
job offers, and uncertain futures. But our success need not be
defined by the COVID-19 pandemic. In his podcast episode,
Mitt Romney discusses some tips for becoming a successful
business professional, relevant in the “old normal” we left
behind and the “new normal” we are approaching.

Genuine Concern for Others
Mitt Romney has an expansive professional network; based on his
interactions with these professionals, Romney explains that one of
the tell-tale signs of a successful businessperson is genuine concern
for others. Romney notes his relationship with Bill Marriott, the
CEO of Marriott International and the namesake for our business
school here at BYU. Marriott’s caring and compassion for others
set a standard for his company that carries on today. Romney
elaborates, “I think what is awfully important is to develop a genuine
concern for the people that you work with, for the people that are
your customers, that are the people who help your enterprise as
lenders, suppliers, and your own employees.” Genuine kindness not
only builds a business or a career but is also maintains one.

“Success is not based on what you cannot control, but on what you can.”
Find What is in Your Control

The Real Measure of a Successful Life

Because of Romney’s widespread success in the business and

Near the end of the podcast, Romney acknowledges that each of

political arenas, it would be easy for anyone in his shoes to value

our situations will be different. What is right for one person may

politics over family and business over faith. However, Romney

be wrong for another. I’ve experienced this firsthand. But drawing

offers some relevant insight into what is truly important to

close to what is most important to us is relevant no matter what

him—faith and family. If he is winning in those areas, he is

path we take on our individual life and career journeys. So, as we

successful. Regarding his career and politics, Romney says,

students of the BYU Marriott School face the future amidst the

“My career, and whether that’s promotions or pay or election

global COVID-19 pandemic, let’s do so with a focus on what is

winning, those things are subject to chance to some degree. I

truly important in our lives. Oftentimes, these things are within our

have some influence over those things but not entirely. And

control and lead us to have genuine concern for others, pushing us

you can have ups and downs but that’s not really how you

further along the path of success. Mitt Romney ends with a powerful

define whether you’re being successful or not.” Success
is not based on what you cannot control, but on what
you can.

reminder of this truth:
“There are some people who would write their life’s history with
an adding machine. In other words, they want to see how many
promotions they got or how much money they made. And I happen
to think that that’s not the real measure of a successful life. And for
me, the real currency in life is the people you love and the people
who are your friends.”
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podcast review

Change and Opportunity
with Tracy Maylett
by Sawyer Alvey
When 9/11 happened, Tracy Maylett was on a U.S. Air Force base

He also offers a few profound questions that we can all consider and

giving trainings to various domestic and international leaders about

ask ourselves. Coming out of the crisis, we should ask ourselves,

communication and working together. He describes the emotion

how have we spent the last six months? Have we taken our lives into

surrounding the announcement and the actions of people crying

our own hands and developed a new skill or embraced change in a

together for hours. He mentions that coming home a few days later

good way? Have we made the most of our circumstances in order to

he noticed something. People were acting differently, treating each

capitalize on various opportunities?

other differently, and seeing each other differently. The world had
changed.
The theme of change and opportunity is mentioned throughout the
entire podcast, both how we react when change happens, and how
opportunities present themselves. Tracy discusses how he tries to
disassociate change in his life from his emotions, because change
is something that routinely happens and often leads to progress
and growth. He describes change as a process that surrounds us,
regardless of our age or position in life, and he also talks about how
change spills over into the various components of our lives (i.e.,
professional and personal).

“I would never call a pandemic a gift. At the same time, we have
an opportunity to do something we may not have had in the past.”
Tracy talks about how routine is a good thing because it establishes
normality in our lives. However, routines can be dangerous because
it can cause us to disengage from our environment and from
each other. In order to stay engaged we need to interact with our
environment. We need meaning, control, and connection. Even with
the global pandemic happening, we are each able to find meaning
and connection in our lives if we can learn how to engage in a new
and different way.

“we have an opportunity to do something we may not have had in the past.”
“I would say for me, success is being able to look back and realize
that my life went down a path that pleases me and is right for me.”
Additionally, Tracy Maylett provides a new and fresh perspective
on the COVID-19 pandemic internationally. He discusses how we
truly have realized that we are an international community, and
that globalization has individually linked and connected each of

Listen to

Measuring Success Right
Wherever You listen to Podcasts

us in some way. We are no longer able to have group meetings, go
into work, or learn at school together. Instead, we are engaged in
a mental process that takes a lot of adjusting to. Tracy offers his
insight into the crisis that often, collectively, we come out of crisis
with a sense of gratitude.
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Does Your Business Deliver
What Consumers Really Want?
Katie Vassar

Anyone who has ever been to Disneyland knows

focuses on creating meaningful experiences for

they aren’t paying an exorbitant fee just to ride

consumers. Recent studies show that the market

roller coasters for a day. No; they go to meet their

for experiences, as opposed to products alone,

favorite Disney characters, smell the sweet scent

is growing. 2 People are beginning to demand

of cinnamon churros in the air, visit expertly-

experiences that will add meaning to their lives

crafted sites from their favorite movies, see

and deepen their relationships with those closest

amazing sights, and experience it all with their

to them. They are starting to view products as

loved ones. Anyone can ride a roller coaster at

a merely means to an end—the end being these

the county fair for probably five percent of the

positive and meaningful experiences—so when

price of the Disneyland tickets, but it is simply not

companies decide to zero in on producing this

the same experience.

desired end result, they increase in value in the

Experience. That’s a word that seems to be coming

eyes of consumers.

up more often in recent conversations, and for

Thus, if businesses wish to stay relevant, they

good reason. According to the Harvard Business

must adapt to consumer demands by shifting their

Review, “today the concept of selling experiences

focus to marketing the consumer experience,

is spreading beyond theaters and theme parks.” 1

rather than just the products they are hoping to

Entire books could be (and have been) written on

sell or the pain points (problems that consumers

the subject of creating experiences for consumers,

experience) they are hoping to solve. This

but this article will focus on showing business

article will examine the science behind positive

owners the importance of seeking the consumer’s

psychology, display the shift in consumer demand

ultimate prosperity by creating experiences that

from products to experiences, analyze the unique

are meaningful.

aspects of an experiential economy, and present

Over the past few years, a new field of study has
begun to emerge in the business world. This field,

different ways for businesses to adapt to the
changes in consumer demands.

known as experience design and management,
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Hedonia vs. Eudaemonia

being grateful for what they already have and sharing

In recent years, researchers have conducted studies to
measure the impacts of hedonia versus eudaemonia. The

This is where businesses come into play. They offer

former is the experience of pleasure. It indicates the

solutions to this dissatisfaction in the form of meaningful

absence of physical or mental pain, such as anxiety.

experiences, thus filling a consumer-wide demand in the

In other words, hedonia refers to the ability to simply

market. This way, not only can businesses do more to

avoid pain, rather than actively create any type of

better people’s lives, but they can also become much

positive energy or feeling. The latter indicates human

more profitable. It is common knowledge in business

flourishing. This sensation occurs when people are

that corporations are ultimately most successful when

able to do good and create something that extends

they build themselves around the central purpose of

further than themselves. Examples of eudaimonia

helping others. Companies that seek to do good for their

include acting to the best of one’s ability, exercising

customers are profitable because people recognize they

positive virtues, and working toward reaching one’s

are trying to do something greater than create a profit,

potential.3 While both hedonia and eudaemonia are

whereas companies that seek primarily to make money

important, studies have shown that experiencing

often struggle. Modern consumers usually see right

eudaemonia frequently results in a more sustainable

through them, as such companies do not provide the

state of well-being than hedonia provides; this is

experiences that consumers crave. 5

because happiness without productive meaning leads
to selfish behavior and, ultimately, unhappiness. After
all, humans naturally flourish as they reach beyond
themselves to connect with, create with, and serve
others. 4

This craving for experience is the natural result of a
slow evolution in demand. Over time, as the world has
developed in its ability to provide for basic human needs
through technological advances, the employment demand
has shifted away from agriculture and toward invention,
discovery, and business. In developed countries, people

Where Business and Humanity
Meet

have more time on their hands because they don’t spend
as much time worrying about putting food on the table.

Many businesses (and even consumers) believe that the
only thing that people want or need is to be relieved
of their present pain (i.e. experience hedonia). After
all, the current trend among those who can afford it
(and sometimes those who cannot) is to plan lavish

As a species, we have more time to think, play, grow, and
recreate. We spend more time learning about the world
rather than working to stay in it.

The Experience Economy

vacations, with fancy food and drink and beautiful

With the shift in demand emerges a new business model

destinations.

be

called the experience economy. It is vital that businesses learn

enjoyable, they create very little true meaning for

and understand it. This model illustrates how the value of

the consumers because they do not inherently create

a commodity in a market increases as its interaction with

opportunities for people to reach outside themselves

the consumer increases. It also shows how businesses can

and serve others. In turn, these vacations may remain

transition from selling services to selling experiences. The

in these consumers’ memories as a “good time,” but

easiest way to explain the experience economy is to look

they will not have any lasting or meaningful impact.

at one of America’s favorite beverage establishments,

While

these

experiences

may

If these luxuries fail to make a meaningful impact on
people, why is this behavior still so prevalent? Because
many do not yet understand that a large percentage
of the developed world already has the resources
needed to relieve people of simple pains such as
hunger and minor medical issues. Once people obtain
a little bit beyond their basic needs, receiving more
does not greatly increase their happiness. Thus, when
a person simply seeks for more things, as opposed to
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Starbucks. The “products” that a company puts out can
be placed into four different categories: commodities,
goods, services, and experiences. As the product grows
closer to the heart of the consumer, thus creating
meaning for them, the product simultaneously becomes
more lucrative. This is one reason why commodities are
worth far less than experiences; commodities require less
effort to produce and do not fulfill the same emotional
needs that experiences do.
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Incorporating the Experience Economy
into Your Business
How can a company transition from offering a service to offering an
experience? This answer will be different for every business, but one
way to start is by creating an experiential environment and charging
customers for the experience, rather than just the service. If you offer
consumers an experience they desire, they will be willing to pay for
it. This is why such a business model can be so lucrative; after all, an
establishment is worth what it charges. However, to accomplish this, you
must ensure that your consumers feel the message that you are trying to
convey through your initial marketing.

In Conclusion
It is vital that companies keep one very important fact in mind: people
have certain basic physical needs that must be met, but those needs are
minimal. After those needs are met, what people want most is human
connection and the opportunity to reach outside themselves and
create ways to connect to others through meaningful interactions and
service. When businesses create opportunities for people to form such
connections and create something greater than themselves, they are
ultimately more profitable. Therefore, businesses must seriously consider
the type of experience they are creating if they hope to keep up with the
shift of the market.
Layout Designed and Illustrated by Allison Havey
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The future of

AI in Adve
Bryan Samuelsen
Indulge me in a thought experiment. The year is 2050, and every
action you take is observed, analyzed, and rated. These ratings
contribute to your overall “social score.” If your social score is
low enough, you are deemed “untrustworthy.” Your air travel is
restricted. Public venues display your personal information so
that others know you are untrustworthy. Your children may be
prohibited from attending certain schools. You will be labeled
“untrustworthy” for the next three to five years, or until you
make enough public restitution to improve your score.
If you find this concept terrifying, you will be even more
terrified to know that this program is currently being piloted in
China.1 How is it possible? This proficiency in social analysis is
a result of artificial intelligence, popularly known as AI, which
can analyze and apply huge amounts of facial recognition data.

What Can AI Do Right Now?
To understand AI’s current capabilities, we first need a working
definition of AI. Most Americans do not fully comprehend what
AI is or what it does. As demonstrated in Figure 1, only about
a third of Americans classify Facebook photo tagging, Google
Translate, and Netflix recommendations as AI. 2 In reality, all of
those systems rely heavily on AI to function. In contrast, social
robots—the classic example of AI—were twice as likely to be
classified as such.
The relatively unknown definitions of AI versus ANI contribute
to the above American classifications. Almost all current AI can
be characterized as “artificial narrow intelligence” (ANI), which
can perform only certain tasks and is incapable of reasoning
through problems it was not designed to solve.3 Although these

Luckily, most uses of AI are not so intrusive. However, China’s

systems are not the kind of AI that you see in science fiction,

ominous employment of AI raises thorny questions about the

they are still technically AI. So never fear; I, Robot is not an

technology’s capabilities. In particular, the advertising industry

accurate depiction of today’s AI. The higher self-aware forms

is currently wrestling with AI-related debates. Perhaps most

of AI in such movies have not been invented yet—if they ever

gripping is this question: How smart will AI get? When it comes

will be.

to advertising, will the technology be relegated to handling
logistics, or will AI eventually become so intelligent that it can
actually create its own original advertisements?

Even though the capabilities of today’s AI may be limited when
compared to sci-fi conceptions, they are still astounding. Apart
from automating media buying (bidding on ad space), which is

By understanding AI’s current capabilities and its entrance into

now commonly relegated to AI, the technology can be used to

the advertising sphere, we can better anticipate the future of AI

write copy, create audio samples, and assist designers with video

and how to prepare for it.

and image production. 4
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vertising
In one of the most interesting cases, the Associated Press began

Can AI Design Creative Ads?

in 2014 to transition some of its writing to AI, without any

We have established that AI can perform some simple tasks

human intervention. For example, quarterly earnings reports—

autonomously. However, we must now move to a question fraught

traditionally both an urgent and an unbearably tedious job—

with implication: Can AI create its own ads without meaningful

are now produced by AI. The same is true of Yahoo’s fantasy

human input? This is a difficult question to answer. As of now,

football reports.5

AI has not successfully designed an ad. However, in 2018,
Lexus released the world’s very first AI-scripted commercial,

% of Respondents

What is Classified as AI?
American Opinions
64%

which depicts a fatherly engineer who watches fearfully as the
artificially intelligent Lexus that he built survives a harrowing
crash test. However, there is an important caveat: the script was
not a complete story and had to be interpreted creatively by
humans.
To ensure that the commercial was a success, Lexus hired Oscar-

36%

winning director Kevin Macdonald. Ad agency The&Partnership

29%

28%

made tweaks throughout the process, and though the script
was indeed penned (figuratively) by AI, the AI in question was
IBM’s Watson, arguably the world’s most advanced artificial
intelligence. After being fed a slew of award-winning ads,
Watson returned what was essentially a hodgepodge of data
points linked into a tenuous story. These data points were
then woven by Macdonald into a recognizable commercial.6

Social

Facebook

Google

Netflix

Robots

Photo

Translate

Recommendations

Tagging

Figure 1. Statistics from Center for the Governance of AI, Future of
Humanity Institute, University of Oxford, Jan. 2019.
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Indeed, Adweek noted that the Lexus ad certainly pulled
the right strings but that the story itself was not particularly

cohesive, nor was it compelling. On the bright side, Watson’s
work offered insights into what makes a successful ad. 7
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Perhaps a commercial-length video was a little ambitious, but

Reece Medway, media and entertainment specialist

would AI fare better by creating a static ad? Kuaizi Technology

for IBM Watson:

in China uses AI to generate thousands of unique ad designs
nearly instantaneously. This technology “can choose design
templates, ad copy, and pictures for the advertisement” with
minimal input from the advertiser. Moreover, it then serves
different ads to different target audiences and uses real-time
data to adapt the ad based on what worked best previously. 8

“The magic of storytelling will always come to life in the
human creative process. Using Watson to identify the
common attributes for truly award-winning creative work
is an example of how man and machine will collaborate
in the AI era.” 11
These comments paint a rosy picture, but when “even a standard

How confident can we
really be that AI will
never truly replace us?

microprocessor available for $200 today runs at 10 million times
the speed as a human neuron and computers can memorize
more pieces of information in 1 second than a human could
in a lifetime,” 12 how confident can we really be that AI will
never truly replace us? Is creativity in advertising beyond AI
capabilities somehow, or are we in denial that, one day, human
intelligence of every stripe could be effortlessly replicated?

In the Future, Will We Still Need

What Can We Do to Prepare for

Human Creatives?

the Future?

So far, we have discussed how AI is quite common and is already

Having engaged humanity’s collective existential fear, we now

capable of tasks like extensive facial recognition, copywriting,

have to admit that we are relatively powerless at the present

and mass-producing simple ads that dynamically change based

time. Too much about the future is unknown; who knows what

on the user’s response. On the other hand, we have seen that

breakthroughs in technology are waiting in the wings or what

AI thus far is limited to specific tasks, and even the most potent

insurmountable barriers we might run up against.

AI in the world struggled to create an ad that resonated with
humans.

However, what we can do is stay informed. Too many Americans
and advertisers are illiterate in the language of AI, but we are

Will AI ever replace the human creative? Most opinions hold

seeing positive signs. The presidential campaign of Andrew

that the answer is “no”—that there will always be a need for a

Yang might have been short lived, but his platform of a universal

“human touch.” Here are three such opinions:

basic income to help America transition into an automated

Dan Eckrote, managing director of Mindshare:
“We have to balance algorithmic machine learning with
humanity, to still allow emotions and culture to influence
the decisions we make. Technology is extremely effective
in enabling scale, efficiency, and effectiveness, but it’s
critical to ensure there is still a human lens applied.” 9
Michael Tripp, Lexus general manager for Europe:
“None of this is designed to undermine the creative
process but if we can add variables like 15 years’ worth

future shows a growing willingness to address these issues. 13 In
addition, the youngest generations are showing a technological
literacy that portends changing times ahead.14
The topic of AI is certain to stay relevant for years to come as
companies like Google and Microsoft experiment with its use
in business processes. 15 Some excellent sources to help you keep
up on the latest news include AI Trends, 16 which looks at AI in
business and society; Science Daily, 17 which republishes relevant
science news from various journals; and a variety of corporate
and institutional blogs, such as OpenAI 18 or MIT News.19

of award-winning ads or luxury ads and data into the

It is unlikely that we will have robot overlords anytime soon, but

creative process then it liberates creatives to be more

the reality is that artificial intelligence is already here, and it is

subjective. I’m very optimistic that it will complement

only going to get more advanced. Advertising is not the only

and augment the creative process and not undermine or

field it will disrupt. In fact, it will disrupt every field. Will we be

replace. We’re fully committed to man plus machine …

ready for the disruption?

Maybe we should call AI the creative teammate.”

10
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DOMESTIC

Outsourcing

R

and rural universities around the nation paint the

What Challenges Do Rural
Communities Face?

following pictures: “In 2015, 16.7 percent of the rural

Recent ideological trends and voting patterns reveal that rural

population was poor, compared with 13.0 percent of the

communities and urban centers have diverged in important ways.

urban population overall … census data show that the rural job

Economic challenges are one factor in the ideological differences

market is smaller now—4.26 percent smaller, to be exact—than

between urban and rural communities. As noted in the statistical

it was in 2008.” The gap between urban and rural parts of the

examples above, rural economies suffer important disadvantages.

country is real, and it is not getting better. Yet, despite these trends,

Rural economies have historically centered on agriculture and

some rural communities are growing and even flourishing. Rural

export-based industries such as mining and manufacturing, but these

communities give themselves a better chance for success by engaging

industries have cut jobs as technology has advanced and as globalized

more fully with urban centers and other parts of the world economy.

sourcing has grown.2 Rural communities also face poverty and

ural America is falling behind. Researchers from urban

1

Rural communities and urban companies should enable, educate, and
empower rural business leaders to provide domestically outsourced

inequality; in fact, high rates of poverty and inequality are over twice
as common in rural counties as in urban counties.3

services and engage more in the national economy to bridge the gap

Not all rural economies suffer from these same challenges. Rural

between rural and urban economies.

communities near natural wonders and in attractive climates attract
tourists and vacation-home owners who support local economies

“Rural communities
give themselves a better
chance for success by
engaging more fully …”
44 | MSR
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in meaningful ways.4 These positive aspects of rural communities
represent double-edged swords, though, as they still encourage singleindustry (tourism-based) economies.
Solutions to the rural economic development problems must be
informed by these problems of single-industry economics, global
competition, and high levels of poverty and inequality.
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BRIdGING THE GAP BETWEEN URBAN
AND RURAL AMERICA by Colby Nelson
How Can Domestic Outsourcing
Help Rural Communities?

with global organizations to provide goods and services, businesses can

Domestic outsourcing enables rural communities to address these

fulfill their outsourcing needs with labor sourced from labor markets

concerns by expanding rural economies to engage in diversified

within the United States. For example, a large hotel chain firm may

industries, providing services that compete more effectively in the

contract with a rural accounting firm to complete an external audit,

global marketplace, and increasing the economic benefits for whole

or a small group of ski resorts may contract with a rural technology

communities to combat negative trends toward poverty and inequality.

company to develop a web application.

Domestic outsourcing refers to “firms or governmental entities located

Many domestically-outsourced jobs are skilled positions that provide

in the U.S. contracting with other firms or individuals located in the

knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS), and researchers predict

U.S. for the provision of goods and services.”5 Instead of contracting

increased numbers of distributed online workers will result in more
skilled jobs moving to rural areas.6 This trend is important because
KIBS, and especially high-technology employment, have been linked to
the relative prosperity of urban economies.7,8
Not only do workers in these jobs earn high wages, but the presence of
these workers in a community also “augments the real wages earned
by workers in non-tradeable sectors.”9 As these highly-skilled workers
expend their higher wages within a community, everyone benefits as
money that would never otherwise have left urban centers percolates
through the local economy. Research shows that these benefits outweigh
any perceived negative effects of a changing economy, such as higher
costs of living.10
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“private initiatives… provide
some of the best models
for supporting domestic
outsourcing.”
How Can Outsourcing Relieve
Pressures on Urban Economies?

1.

Enablement policies support new business setup and
remove legal barriers to startup creation.

2.

Education and promotion policies motivate new business
growth through public promotion of educational events
focused on changing mindsets and worker skill sets.

3.

Empowerment policies increase success rates for local
businesses by providing resources for startups and
facilitating business connections regionally and nationally.

In addition to revitalizing rural communities, domestic outsourcing
benefits urban centers by providing low-cost labor, expanding the

By implementing policy measures related to these three areas,

national labor pool, and relieving population pressures in urban areas.

governments can help create an environment that provides a positive

Domestic outsourcing benefits employers because rural communities’
lower costs of living result in lower labor costs as well. Employers can
gain similar cost benefits to offshore outsourcing without needing to
manage the difficulties of communicating across time zones, language
barriers, and cultural differences.11
Domestic outsourcing also helps address the ever-increasing shortage
of highly skilled workers. Concerns about the skills

feedback loop to attract more and more startup development to a
region.

How Can Private Businesses
Support Domestic Outsourcing?
Though rural governments and community policy makers may have
more influence in their individual communities, private business
initiatives for rural economic development provide some of the best

gap between worker abilities and employer

models for effectively supporting domestic outsourcing.

expectations are “increasingly prevalent in

For example, Microsoft’s TechSpark project involves

the USA and globally.”12 For example,

a variety of tactics meant to enable, educate, and

workforce demographics played a

empower rural economic growth.15 Specifically,

major role in Amazon’s decision-

the project helps enable new business setup

making for the location of their

and growth by providing broadband

“HQ2” second headquarters.13

internet connectivity in underserved

Domestic outsourcing expands

areas by using unused TV frequencies.

the national labor pool by

The TechSpark project also educates

involving rural workers who can

future rural workers by teaching digital

provide skilled labor.

skills to area youth in partnership with

By removing incentives for large

4-H organizations. Lastly, the TechSpark

numbers of workers to live in

project helps empower business leaders by

urban centers, distributed workforces

providing digital transformation workshops
for startups and established companies.16 This

would also help relieve many of the

valuable resource helps rural businesses compete by

socioeconomic pressures present in urban

introducing them to modern technologies that increase

areas by decreasing the demand placed on
limited housing, infrastructure, and other resources.

What Stops RURAL Communities
from ENGAGING IN OUTSOURCING?
Rural communities can engage in more domestic outsourcing as
companies and community leaders implement programs and policies
that enable, empower, and educate local business leaders. Unfortunately,
most rural communities in the United States are simply not equipped
to support domestic outsourcing solutions currently.
In a study of startup policies in Southeast Europe, researchers found
three ways in which governments can enable, motivate, and empower
startup development in a region:14
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organizational efficiency.
With initiatives like Microsoft’s TechSpark, large organizations can
combine their corporate social responsibility efforts with the added
benefits of increasing their skilled labor pool and relieving population
pressures in urban hubs. Though businesses have pledged billions
of dollars to alleviate housing shortages in places like California,
they should also consider creating initiatives supporting business
development in other regions. By doing so, they can address a root cause
of many urban population pressures, instead of merely addressing the
symptoms.
Rural policy makers can use initiatives like Microsoft’s TechSpark
program as templates for supporting rural economic development.
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How Can Rural Organizations
Engage in a Global Economy?
Efforts to support rural economic development should focus especially
on training rural workers to have in-demand skills and connecting rural
businesses with professional interest groups and companies that may
contract for business services.
Rural workers currently lack many in-demand skills, so rural economic
development should first help address the employee skills gap with increased
investment in STEM education programs and technology development
training for both youth and adults.17
Rural business owners must also build business connections to engage in
domestic outsourcing. Improved technologies continue to enable more effective
communication between remote teams, but leaders of rural organizations
must pay extra attention to the importance of social networking for business
development.18 Without the benefit of physical proximity, effective leaders
must engage in networking online and travel more than leaders from urban
organizations. Rural communities and private businesses can help by hosting
regional and national conferences and other events to gather rural businesses
and facilitate domestic outsourcing contracts.

Conclusion
By

enabling,

educating,

and

empowering rural business leaders,
rural communities and urban companies
can support domestic outsourcing and
benefit rural and urban communities and private
businesses. Domestic outsourcing represents a long-term strategy
for addressing the economic challenges of single-industry economics, global
competition, and high levels of poverty and inequality. The current worker
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skills gap and poor public policy for supporting rural economic development
make a quick transition impossible, but research and current initiatives have
marked a path for future success.
These examples show the importance of enabling, educating, and
empowering rural community members to learn skills, build connections, and
provide domestic outsourcing services. Over time, these changes will help
create positive feedback loops in rural communities that create valuable jobs
and incubate highly skilled workers. Rural economic development will help
bridge the economic and ideological gap between rural and urban America,
benefitting both in the process.
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buzzwords
Jargon that will keep you going through the year.
By Marlee Jeppsen

1
2
3

Artificial Intelligence
Decision-making machines and algorithms that
are designed to complete a certain task. Modern
artificial intelligences exist on almost every
website.1
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4
5

time value of money (TVM)
The concept that money acquired in the
present will be worth more in the future
due to interest. Investors can calculate
their money’s future value by using its
current value, its interest rate, and the

number of years the interest will be compounded.2

Outsourcing
The process of gaining goods and services
from a source outside the company. Domestic
outsourcing refers to outsourcing from a
source within the same country, while foreign
outsourcing refers to a foreign source.

onboarding
The process of bringing a new employee into
a company and introducing them to company
culture. Onboarding is considered complete
when the employee is fully functioning in their
new position.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive,

Experience Design
The focus on customer experience when
creating a good or service. Focusing on
developing good experience design can
improve the public’s view of a business.

Notes
1 Darrell M. West, “What is Artificial Intelligence?” Brookings,
October 4 2018, https://www.brookings.edu/research/what-isartificial-intelligence/.
2 James Chen, “Time Value of Money (TVM) Definition,”
Investopedia,January 29, 2020, https://www.investopedia.com/
terms/t/timevalueofmoney.asp.
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Love Reading MSR?
Check out our other brands!

The Marriott Student Review (MSR) includes the student business journal, business podcast, and
business blog for the Marriott School of Business at Brigham Young University (BYU). MSR was
started in response to BYU President Kevin Worthen’s call for more experience-based learning on
campus. After two years, the MSR brand continues to improve and grow.

Marriott Saturday Reads
We highlight many of our student submissions in our blog, Marriott Saturday Reads, in order to
celebrate as many innovative student articles as possible! The blog is a good place to go for
weekly inspiration (in both English and Spanish) regarding smaller-scale business topics, such
as using artificial intelligence, finding internships, and establishing reading habits. If you want
more business content after perusing this issue, go to marriottstudentreview.org to start reading!

Measuring Success Right
Have you ever wondered “How should I measure success?” On the Measuring Success Right podcast,
we interview real business students, CEOs, entrepreneurs, counselors, and leaders about this very
question. Each guest tells relatable stories of discovering new ideas, overcoming difficulty, and
achieving personal success. If you want to learn from exemplary people, every episode of the
podcast is available for download at measuringsuccessright.com!

Las Caras del Éxito
This Spanish language podcast is our newest feature! Written and recorded by our Spanish team,
this podcast seeks to connect future leaders with present opportunities from a Hispanic point of
view. Our question is the same—“Qué es el éxito?” or “What is success? How should I measure
it?“—and with this podcast we strive to answer the question by considering topics surrounding
community solidarity, personal vision, and cultural contribution to the world. If Spanish is an
important part of your life or culture, start listening now at carasdelexito.com!
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